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Canada Web Hosting Provider Layeronline Offers Unlimited SSD Cloud Web Hosting

Date : Feb 19, 2016
Layeronline has introduced unlimited SSD website hosting with unlimited space and unlimited
bandwidth for a business to get a high performance website at an affordable cost.

Ontario, Canada; 19, February 2016: Layeronline brings high performance hosting services with
unlimited SSD space, unlimited bandwidth, unlimited database, unlimited domains and other robust
features. The new web hosting plan is aimed at providing enhanced capabilities for a business to
host and run their websites and applications with great performance.
For any business today, the round-the-clock availability of their website is the need of the hour. Any
downtime would mean that visitors will shift to the competitorâ€™s website. This is the reason why a
business needs to focus on the hosting services that have been designed to ensure all-time
availability and an easy accessibility of their websites. With their new hosting services, Layeronline
endeavors to meet all hosting related needs of a business in a more professional and dedicated
manner.
According to the spokesperson of the company, their Super Hosting Plan is available at an
affordable cost and includes features like free cPanel for managing websites in a convenient
manner. One can get unlimited emails and up to 20 free domain extensions with the hosting. More
importantly, they are offering a 30-day money back guarantee and a customer can have 30 days to
evaluate the outstanding features of their hosting services.
At Layeronline, each website hosting plan comes with a 24/7 support and daily backups. The free
SSD RAID Storage helps overcome any redundancy and keeps the data accessible for the visitors.
They provide a protected hosting environment with spam protection and malware protection and
makes sure the client data remains safe and secure.
Moreover, Layeronline provides free website templates for a customer to quickly build a website
with unique and personalized designs. They also allow a free website migration and claim to
maintain a 99.9% uptime. Customers can choose from Windows and Linux hosting and can also go
for WordPress Hosting, Drupal hosting, Joomla hosting and Magento hosting. At the same time, the
hosting provider has Unlimited SSD Cloud Web Hosting plan that is highly affordable as well as a
robust hosting service. One can learn about the different hosting plans and their features on the
website link http://www.layeronline.com/client/cart.php?gid=1.
About LayerOnline:
Established in 2008, LayerOnline is a premier web hosting provider located in Toronto, Ontario,
Canada. LayerOnline has been providing top quality business-class web hosting solutions for
websites in over 200 countries. They offer many advanced hosting technologies such as
Nginx/Apache hybrid engine, private hosting environment, realtime DDOS protection, Digg effect
protection, typo-proof domain registration, HTTP compression and more.
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FreePressReleaseDB.com is a press release website that helps you to reach out to your potential
global audience!
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